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ABSTRACT18

Future tropical cyclone risks will evolve depending on climate change and socio-economic development, entailing significant19

uncertainties. An uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of future tropical cyclone risks is thus vital for robust decision-making20

and model improvement. However, the outcomes of such uncertainty and sensitivity analyses are tied to the chosen model setup,21

warranting caution in interpretation and extrapolation. Our study investigates how four distinct tropical cyclone hazard models22

and alternate representations of socio-economic development influence future tropical cyclone risk. We find that average tropical23

cyclone risk will increase 1-5% by 2050 across all models and global study regions. The estimated maximum risk increases by24

2100, in contrast, ranging from 10-400% depending on the hazard model choice. The dominant source of uncertainty in these25

risk estimates changes with the specific risk model setup. Finally, we differentiate between aleatory, epistemic, and normative26

uncertainties, offering guidance to reduce these uncertainties and provide better-informed decision-making.27

Teaser28

Quantifying, classifying and comparing uncertainties in future tropical cyclone risks towards actionable climate decisions.29

1 Introduction30

In recent years, catastrophe modelling has expanded beyond its traditional realm in the (re-)insurance industry to serve the31

broader global financial market, and has also found increasing applications to humanitarian and sustainable development32

efforts. As climate change is represented in the models used, we refer to them broadly as climate risk models, a category33

that includes, but is broader than, the catastrophe models that have a longer history in (re-)insurance. Many consultancies,34

financial technology firms, data providers, and investment advisory groups now offer information about localized physical35

climate risks, entering a technology arms race among climate services providers (1, 2). However, the proprietary nature of36

their products inhibits both transparency and accessibility, and makes it difficult to evaluate or compare them (1–3). Efforts to37

establish measurement and reporting standards are still evolving (4). Beyond insurance and finance, climate risk modelling is38

also increasingly being applied to inform adaptation decisions in development and humanitarian programs, where the potential39

for societal benefit is large (5, 6). Here too, there is a pressing need for a better understanding of the quality and reliability of40

climate risk assessments (7, 8).41

Tropical cyclone (TC) risk provides a prime example of the challenges and complexities faced in the broader field of climate42

risk analysis. TCs are among the most destructive of natural hazards, posing significant threats to people (9) and assets (10)43
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exposed to these events. In the future, TC risks are expected to increase further due to the warming climate and socio-economic44

development (9, 11, 12). It is thus crucial to support at-risk communities with reliable and transparent TC risk assessments.45

However, providing reliable TC risk assessment is challenging due to uncertainties in the model input components and model46

structure (13). TC risks emerge from the interplay of TC hazards, the extent to which people and assets are exposed to these47

hazards, and the vulnerability of the exposed individuals and the (built) environment to these hazards (14). Each of these48

risk elements is subject to numerous uncertainties, and additional uncertainty emerges when they are combined. Meiler et al.49

(2022) (15) investigate uncertainties in the TC hazard model choice for present-day loss estimates. Assessing future TC risks50

requires additional modelling choices regarding the representation of future climate and socio-economic systems. Each of those51

introduces its own uncertainties and is further confounded by the lack of verification data (16, 17).52

This study distinguishes three types of uncertainty - epistemic, aleatory, and normative - that are relevant to climate risk53

assessment, extending beyond the scope of TCs. Epistemic uncertainty arises from limited knowledge about the systems54

being modelled, and involves the structural uncertainties in synthetic TC models, historical data quality, and understanding55

of environmental interactions (18). It includes scenario uncertainty, i.e., the unpredictability of future emissions scenarios56

(19–22), and model uncertainty (19–21), which here, for example, refers to the limitations of climate models, models used to57

generate synthetic TCs, or the exposure model to derive a spatially explicit map of asset values. Aleatory uncertainty stems58

from the inherent randomness of natural processes, such as climate variability that is internal or unforced by human influence59

(18). This type of uncertainty can be quantified through statistical methods, like Monte Carlo simulations, to estimate the60

probability distribution of outcomes. Normative uncertainty emerges from subjective decisions and ethical considerations in risk61

assessment processes, influencing the choice of valuation units and risk metrics (23–25). While not quantifiable like epistemic62

or aleatory uncertainties, normative uncertainty can be addressed through increased transparency, stakeholder engagement, and63

the integration of diverse ethical perspectives (26).64

Given the complexities of epistemic, aleatory, and normative uncertainties, a systematic approach to uncertainty quan-65

tification emerges as a critical need. In this study, we utilize the uncertainty and sensitivity quantification (unsequa) module66

(13), a tool already integrated within the risk modelling platform CLIMADA (27), which allows for uncertainty and sensitivity67

analyses of all CLIMADA-based risk calculations. We systematically quantify uncertainties and sensitivities in future TC68

risk change estimates in the middle and at the end of the century, encompassing uncertainties in all risk model components:69

hazard, exposure, and vulnerability. Contrasting results from two previous studies assessing uncertainties and sensitivities in70

the quantification of future TC risks, each using a different TC hazard model, show that the results of such uncertainty and71

sensitivity quantification depend on the scope of the study, which is defined a priori by investigator choice - in other words,72

uncertainty assessment is itself uncertain (16, 28, 29).73

Hence, in this study, we further investigate the uncertainty in estimated future TC risk that arises not only from the choice of74

hazard models, but also from alternative representations of socio-economic development. For the hazard, we use four different,75

global-scale, academic models, differing in structure and approach, to generate different future TC event sets. These models76

are used to downscale multiple emission scenarios and climate models for two future periods. Specifically, we contrast TC77

event sets from two statistical-dynamical TC models, the MIT model (30, 31) and Columbia HAZard model (CHAZ) (32, 33),78

the fully statistical model STORM (34, 35) and a more simplistic, statistical model (IBTrACS_p) applying a random walk79

algorithm (12, 36) to historical TC observations from the International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS)80

(37). Furthermore, we use economic growth factors from various Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) (38) to approximate81

and analyze socio-economic development, thereby addressing growth uncertainties in future exposure. We consider all five82

SSP scenarios, which describe diverse future societal trajectories. These scenarios are informed by GDP projections from83

three distinct research institutions (OECD (39), IIASA (40), PIK (41)), each providing alternative interpretations of economic84

development under the SSP framework. We do not speculate on future changes in the vulnerability function due to the current85

knowledge gap in this matter. Instead, we explore uncertainties by adjusting the slope parameter of regionally-calibrated86

vulnerability functions based on historical data (42) within a wide range. We perform the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis87

for future TC risk change estimates based on all possible combinations of input factors, relying on a numerical Quasi-Monte88

Carlo scheme (43) to repeat the risk calculation many times (>20000). A schematic overview of the uncertainty and sensitivity89

analysis conducted in this study is shown in Figure 1.90

While previous studies have examined how variations in hazard, exposure, and vulnerability translate into risk, this is the91

first study to include four distinct hazard models (and variations of these) in such an analysis. Hence, this study thus offers new92

insights into the structural differences between TC models and their implications for risk assessment. We synthesize aspects of93

model choice, model complexity, and their implication for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of future TC risk models.94
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. The definition of input factors depicts which risk model
input components are varied (left-most box); the characterization of their variability space is detailed in Section 4.8. Input
factors pertaining to the hazard are defined for each TC model (MIT; CHAZ, STORM, IBTrACS_p) separately. The risk
calculation is repeated (>20000) times for all possible combinations of input factors yielding an uncertainty distribution for the
risk model setup for each TC model (middle box). Sensitivity indices are calculated from these distributions (right-most box).

2 Results95

2.1 Drivers of future TC risk change across hazard models96

Future TC risks change due to both the warming climate and socio-economic development. Here, we first evaluate the individual97

contributions of these two key drivers to future TC risk estimates across hazard models. To consider the influence of climate98

change on risk, we hold exposure constant at a reference state while using varying future climate hazard representations.99

Conversely, to assess the impact of socio-economic factors, we keep the hazard data fixed at the present-day baseline, allowing100

socio-economic conditions to vary. Then, we study future TC risk change estimates of both key drivers acting together. TC101

risks are expressed by the common metric of expected annual damage (EAD) and 100-yr damage event (100-yr event in102

short), reported as relative changes (in %) compared to present-day baselines. We present results for four study regions: North103

Atlantic/Eastern Pacific, North Indian Ocean, Southern Hemisphere, and North Western Pacific (see Methods 4.1). We limit the104

results’ description to the EAD in this section because the corresponding key findings for the 100-yr event are comparable (cf.105

Supplementary Fig. 1).106

Climate change generally affects the median TC risk changes comparably across hazard models, study regions and periods107

(Fig. 2, left-most boxplots in all panels). Specifically, the median change in EAD is usually on the order of 0 % to −1 %.108

However, the uncertainty in TC risk change estimates is notably higher for all MIT hazard results than the other hazard model109

outputs, as can be derived from the width of the interquartile range of the boxplots shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, maximum110

values for climate change-driven EAD increase from the MIT hazard reach 20% (45%), 19% (28%), 6% (8%), and 14% (14%)111

in the North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific, North Indian Ocean, Southern Hemisphere, and Western Pacific in the middle (at the end)112

of the century. In contrast, maximum risk increases from the other hazard models do not exceed the 5%-mark except in the113

North Indian Ocean. There, climate change raises EAD values from CHAZ by 10% (9%) and IBTrACS_p by 23% (23%) in114

2050 (2090), respectively. Only the results from STORM remain low due to known high-intensity biases in the reference period115

hazard set (15, 29). The North Indian Ocean is, furthermore, the region where uncertainties in climate-driven risk change are116

highest across all hazard models. Additionally, median TC risk changes are lowest in the Southern Hemisphere over all regions,117

including negative values for CHAZ and IBTrACS_p. In other words, climate-driven TC risk decreases in these cases. Indeed,118

we find negative minima of ca. 0 % to −1 % for all hazard models and regions.119

Socio-economic development emerges as the predominant driver for TC risk increase, as can be seen from the greater120

increase in risk associated with socio-economic development alone than with climate change alone (Fig. 2). This is consistent121

across all hazard models, using the same future socio-economic representation for each. Notably, any difference between122

the hazard models stems primarily from their distinct present-day baseline. Specifically, the median EAD changes driven by123

socio-economic development are around 1 % to 2 % by 2050. In regions like the North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific and Western124

Pacific, this is roughly double the changes attributed to climate change. However, in the North Indian Ocean, median values are125

higher: 2.5 % to 3 % (and 6 % to 7 % by 2050 (2090), which is about four times the climate change contributions. Furthermore,126

the uncertainty tied to socio-economic development is most pronounced in the Southern Hemisphere across regions. Finally,127
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when considering the hazard sets CHAZ, STORM, and IBTrACS_p, socio-economic development presents more uncertainty128

than climate change. In contrast, for MIT-based calculations, climate change is the more uncertain risk driver.129

Next, we assess the total TC risk increase, factoring in both climate change and socio-economic development. Notably, the130

total TC risk increase, as depicted in Figure 2 (total; right-most column), are not simple sums or products of risk increases131

attributed only to climate change or only to socio-economic development, suggesting some further interdependencies between132

these drivers, (Fig. 2 (sum; inner right column)).133

Median EAD raises by 0.9% (CHAZ) to 2.3% (MIT), 2.1% (STORM) to 5.3% (MIT), 1.1% (IBTrACS_p) to 3.8% (MIT),134

and 1.4% (CHAZ) to 3.8% (MIT) in the North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific, North Indian Ocean, Southern Hemisphere, and Western135

Pacific by 2050. In all regions, the median risk increase is highest for the MIT hazard, while the other three models tend to136

cluster around similar values, with STORM producing slightly higher results in the Southern Hemisphere and Western Pacific137

than CHAZ and IBTrACS_p. By the end of the century, the median risk increases further, reaching levels approximately two138

to three times the increase in EAD estimated for 2050. Furthermore, maximum total EAD increases by 2090 span from 11%139

(CHAZ) to 264% (MIT), 134% (CHAZ) to 393% (MIT), 22% (IBTrACS_p) to 159% (MIT), and 15% (CHAZ) to 96% (MIT)140

in the North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific, North Indian Ocean, Southern Hemisphere, and Western Pacific respectively, highlighting141

the significant uncertainty in these results. We focus on total risk increases for the remainder of the study as described in this142

last paragraph.143

2.2 Uncertainty of future TC risk change across hazard models144

To quantify uncertainty in future TC risk change estimates, we calculate a probability distribution of outcomes across all145

combinations of input factors within four distinct model setups for each TC hazard model. Here, we analyze these output146

distributions of risk change estimates (Fig. 3). We present the main findings for uncertainties of future TC risk change,147

focusing on changes in EAD, consistent with the preceding section. For results of the 100-yr event, which are comparable., see148

Supplementary Fig. 2.149

Figure 3 presents the probability density distributions of the total TC risk change, derived from the same data as the boxplots150

(total) in Figure 2. We identify density peaks of EAD change for CHAZ, STORM, and IBTrACS_p hazard sets in each region151

and both future periods around 1 % to 3 %. The density distributions from the MIT model, however, peak at higher values,152

consistent with the assessment of median total TC risk change from the previous section. Interestingly, when considering both153

risk metrics - EAD (Fig. 3) and the 100-yr event (Supplementary Fig. 2) - we observe that their density distributions peak at154

very similar values for each combination of region, year, and hazard model (Supplementary Table 1 ). This consistency suggests155

that socio-economic development is the predominant driver for total TC risk change, influencing the magnitude and peak of the156

density distribution. Consequently, the choice between the two risk metrics does not significantly affect this outcome. Any157

differences between these metrics are predominantly shaped by the hazard, making them secondary in this context.158

Conversely, when examining the entire probability density distribution, the MIT results display a notably broader distribution159

compared to the other three hazard sets, a finding consistent with results from Figure 2. The width of a distribution can serve160

as an indication of its associated uncertainty. Drawing from insights in the previous section, the width of the MIT-based161

distribution can be interpreted as an imprint of the uncertainties associated with climate change as a more uncertain risk162

driver. In contrast, the similar shapes of distributions from CHAZ, STORM, and IBTrACS_p models indicate socio-economic163

development as their main source of uncertainty, as corroborated by Figure 2. Furthermore, we observe wider distributions for164

results in 2090 compared to 2050 for all hazard models, related to increasing uncertainty in time. While this analysis provides165

insights into the overarching uncertainty, a more detailed examination of individual input factors is essential. In the following166

section, we explore these factors in detail through a sensitivity analysis.167

2.3 Sensitivity of future TC risk change across hazard models168

Sensitivity analysis helps identify and quantify the relative importance of individual input factors for the output uncertainty of169

future TC risk change estimates described in the last section. The model input factors and their parameter ranges are defined to170

capture the inherent uncertainties in the different components related to the representation of future TC hazards, exposure, and171

vulnerability. Here, we present first-order and total-order Sobol sensitivity indices (44, 45) to assess the impact of the input172

factors on our TC risk change calculations across the four hazard models. First-order sensitivity indices measure the effect173

of variations in a single input factor. They are often used to rank the input factors according to their relative contribution to174

the output variability (ranking). Total-order indices evaluate the cumulative effect, considering all factors and their potential175

interactions. They are commonly used for screening, aiming to identify the input factors - if any - with negligible influence on176

the output variability (46). We note that not all hazard models encompass all input factors (Methods 4.8).177

The highest sensitivity indices describe the dominant source of uncertainty for future TC risk changes, which varies between178

the different hazard models. In the MIT model-based analyses, the highest sensitivity index stems from the choice of GCM179
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Fig. 2. Drivers of future tropical cyclone risk change across hazard models. Relative change in expected annual damage
(EAD) by 2050 (left panels) and 2090 (right panels) due to climate change (CC), socio-economic development (SOC), the
product of CC and SOC calculated from the sum of their log values (sum) and both drivers interacting (total) with respect to the
historical baseline. The relative change EAD is reported for the four study regions (North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North
Indian Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and North Western Pacific (WP)). Boxplots are shown for the four models MIT
(blue), CHAZ (green), STORM (orange), IBTrACS_p (red) and display the interquartile range (IQR) for the uncertainty over
all input factors (see Methods), while the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the IQR. More extreme points (outliers) are not shown.
Note that STORM results are only available for 2050. Note the mirrored logarithmic scale on the y-axis.

used in downscaling TC events sets (GCM) (Fig. 4 a), e)). Conversely, the SSP-based scaling of the exposure points (SSP180

exposure) generally exhibits the largest sensitivity for all other hazard models. Specifically, this holds for most results in the181

Southern Hemisphere and Western Pacific for the CHAZ, STORM and IBTrACS_p and both future periods. In the North182

Indian Ocean, sensitivity indices are highest for input factors related to the hazard component GCM, TCGI moisture variable,183

Event subsampling base/future, and results in the North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific follow no consistent trend beyond the primary184

observations mentioned. A detailed compilation of the most significant sensitivity indices for future TC risk estimates can be185

found in Supplementary Table 2.186

Moreover, the sensitivity analysis reveals several distinctive patterns. First, the GCM choice (GCM) is more important in the187

North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific, North Indian Ocean, and Western Pacific than in the Southern Hemisphere for the three hazard188
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Fig. 3. Uncertainty distribution of TC risk change across hazard models. Kernel density estimation plots showcasing the
uncertainty distribution of estimated relative change in expected annual damage (EAD) across study regions (North
Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and North Western Pacific (WP)) for the
years 2050 and 2090. Each subplot represents a specific region and year combination, with different models (MIT, CHAZ,
STORM, IBTrACS_p) depicted in distinct colors. Note, the model STORM only provides data for 2050. Each plot shows a
normalized probability distribution with an integral sum of 1. The x-axis is truncated in some figures, potentially influencing
the interpretation of distribution tails, particularly for the MIT hazard-based results.

models (MIT, CHAZ, STORM), which encompass this input factor. This pattern largely aligns with regions where uncertainties189

in climate change as a risk driver exceed uncertainties from socio-economic development (see Fig. 2). Furthermore, the GCM190

choice is more important for changes in EAD than in the 100-yr event. Second, for CHAZ model-based sensitivity analyses, the191

moisture variable within the TC genesis index (TCGI) is mostly of equal importance for the TC risk change uncertainty as192

the GCM choice (GCM) (Fig. 4 b), f)). Third, the variability in event subsampling for baseline and future hazard sets (Event193

subsampling base/future) is most pronounced in the IBTrACS_p-related result (Fig. 4 b), g)), in contrast to the other hazard194

models.195

Next, we evaluate the total-order sensitivity indices (total effects) across the four hazard models. Namely, total effects196

are notably increased for CHAZ hazard-based results compared to their first-order indices, meaning that this model setup197

encompasses many interactions between input factors (Supplementary Fig. 3). In contrast, total-order sensitivity indices198

broadly mirror the ranking and distribution of the first-order indices for MIT- and STORM-related results. Moreover, in the199

IBTrACS_p-based sensitivity analysis, total effects include influences from the wind model choice (wind model), a nearly200

irrelevant factor in all other hazard sets.201

Finally, we emphasize that sensitivity analysis is always specific to the choice of risk metric. To illustrate this, we show202

the implications of assessing TC risk in absolute terms versus changes relative to a baseline. For absolute TC risk estimates,203

the primary source of uncertainty across all hazard models is the input factor associated with the vulnerability function204

(Vulnerability function midpoint), as depicted in Supplementary Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. 5 and first discussed by Meiler205

et al. (2023) (28). Thus while the choice of vulnerability function is highly influential on the total risk that we calculate, this206

influence is much less apparent when we compare changes in risk calculated with the same vulnerability function.207

3 Discussion208

Our results show that while both climate change and socio-economic development influence TC risk changes, socio-economic209

factors are the predominant drivers of median increased risk across all hazard models. While studying these drivers in210
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Fig. 4. Sensitivity indices of future TC risk change across hazard models. First-order Sobol sensitivity indices for future
(2050, 2090) TC risk change calculated with the four models (MIT, CHAZ, STORM, IBTrACS_p), expressed as %-change in
expected annual damage (EAD; upper bar for each hazard model, time, and region) and 100-yr event values (RP 100; lower bar
for each hazard model, time, and region) over the four study regions (North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean
(IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and North Western Pacific (WP)) and all input factors (different colors); Vulnerability
function midpoint describes the impact function; Wind model; GCM, SSP hazard, TCGI moisture variable, Event subsampling
base, Event subsampling future pertain to the hazard component; GDP model; SSP exposure, Exposure urban/rural weighting
relate to the exposure. Note that STORM results are only available for 2050. Note that certain input factors apply to only one or
a subset of models, c.f. Table 1.

isolation provided distinct insights, their combined effects reveal non-trivial interactions. This suggests that simply summing or211

multiplying their individual effects may not fully capture the complexity of their combined impact on TC risk, nor the nuances212

in the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of these risk estimates. It underscores the importance of integrating both drivers from213

the onset in risk assessments to ensure a comprehensive understanding.214

We report that median TC risk increases 1-5% by 2050 across all models and global study regions, perhaps a small enough215

change to be considered indistinguishable from zero for some purposes. However, the estimated maximum risk increases by the216

end of the century range from 10-400% depending on the hazard model choice. To the extent that we cannot rule out either217

any particular hazard model or any socioeconomic scenario, this suggests a much less optimistic view, with the potential for218

large increases in risk. Furthermore, we consider TC wind risk only and do not include the potentially compounding effects of219

growing TC rainfall rates, storm surge heights, and sea level rise (47). These factors likely exacerbate future TC risk increases220

further.221

Hazard model-specific findings222

For TC risk estimates based on the MIT model, climate change is the more uncertain risk driver than socio-economic223

development (Fig. 2), and the choice of climate model (GCM) dominates the output uncertainty (Fig. 4). Conversely, when224

using STORM, CHAZ, or IBTrACS_p, socio-economic development is the more uncertain risk driver than climate change, and225

the SSP-based exposure scaling (SSP exposure) has the highest sensitivity index. This difference is particularly notable when226

contrasting results from the two statistical-dynamical TC hazard models CHAZ and MIT. In a previous study solely based on227

MIT TC hazards, we discovered a positive relationship between the climate sensitivity of GCMs used to downscale TCs and the228

corresponding increase in TC risk (28). This increase is linked to the scaling of TC potential intensity with global warming229

(48), which in turn is a strong predictor for TC genesis potential indices (49–51). These indices again influence TC hazard230
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frequencies and intensities, which are critical characteristics for TC risk assessment. Given the similar TC modelling approach231

to the MIT model, we expected to find a comparable relationship in the CHAZ-based results. Surprisingly, we found no striking232

relationship between transient climate response (TCR; Supplementary Table 5) as a measure of climate sensitivity and changes233

in CHAZ-based TC risk estimates (Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. 7) and CHAZ frequency (Supplementary Fig.234

8) and intensity changes (Supplementary Fig. 9). This presumably is due to the two hazard models’ differing sensitivities of235

TC frequency, intensity, and/or other aspects of TC activity to warming. Since these responses of TCs to climate change are236

indeed uncertain (47) - with the response of TC frequency uncertain even in sign (52) - this uncertainty in our results may not237

be reducible given present science. In fact it is not obvious, given the small size of our multi-model ensemble, that the real238

uncertainty might not be even larger, i.e., that some possible TC hazard models might show changes with climate either larger239

or smaller than those in our ensemble.240

Implications for interpretation of results, model development, and decision-making241

We observed that socio-economic development is a more dominant risk driver than climate change in the STORM, CHAZ, and242

IBTrACS_p models, whereas the MIT model shows climate change as a comparably significant risk driver to socio-economic243

development (Fig. 2). This difference contributes to a narrower uncertainty distribution in TC risk change estimates derived244

from STORM, CHAZ, and IBTrACS_p, as opposed to those obtained from the MIT model (Fig. 3). These aspects also245

influence the sensitivity analysis. In a previous study, we interpreted the importance of the GCM choice for MIT-based TC risk246

change estimates as an indication of the relatively advanced state of modeling of TC hazard, and a consequence of the greater247

complexity of the MIT model, compared to the exposure and vulnerability models (28). However, our current findings suggest248

a different narrative, especially when comparing the MIT model with CHAZ. Despite CHAZ incorporating an additional249

hazard-related input factor (TCGI moisture variable; a detailed discussion of the role of TGCI for TC risk change estimates is250

provided in the Supplementary Information), its range of outputs is notably narrower than those from the MIT model. This251

shows that adding additional degrees of freedom need not necessarily lead to uncertainty increases. Instead, socio-economic252

development emerges as a more significant and uncertain risk driver in CHAZ-based results, indicating that uncertainty in TC253

risk assessments is not solely driven by model complexity. Rather, it also depends on how the uncertainty of hazard-related254

factors compares to that of exposure-related variables. We thus suggest that the relative magnitude of uncertainty associated255

with each input component of the risk model is also relevant for interpreting sensitivity analysis results.256

While the mathematical concepts are straightforward—where magnitude often corresponds to the mode (peak) of probability257

density distributions and uncertainty affects the distribution’s width (spread or variance) (13, 16, 46)—grasping their practical258

implications is important. For risk analysts and decision-makers, the balance between considering the full range of possible259

outcomes, including allegedly improbable tails, and focusing on the peaks of distributions hinges on their level of risk260

aversion and the stakes involved. Low risk aversion allows for prioritizing the most probable outcomes, streamlining decision-261

making towards the dominant risk drivers (magnitude), while uncertainties become secondary. In contrast, high-risk aversion262

necessitates a comprehensive analysis of all eventualities, in which case the significance of the central peak diminishes relative263

to uncertainty. This nuanced approach enables tailored risk management strategies that align with both the decision-maker’s264

level of cautiousness and the specific context of the decision (53).265

Classification of uncertainties and their implications266

The outcomes of our uncertainty and sensitivity analyses reveal a strong dependency on the chosen risk model components,267

underscoring the necessity for careful interpretation and cautious extrapolation beyond the model boundaries. Our findings268

demonstrate not only that uncertainties vary with the TC model used but also that the relative sensitivities to different input269

factors shift as well. By mapping these outcomes to the aleatory, epistemic, and normative types of uncertainty - considering270

their quantifiability and potential for reduction- we aim to illustrate how these analyses can be extended to generate actionable271

insights that extend beyond the immediate model setup.272

In our study, most input factors for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis represent forms of epistemic uncertainty. Scenario273

uncertainty is evident in varying hazard emission scenarios (SSP hazard), showing minor influence on the output uncertainty of274

TC risk change estimates across models. Conversely, scenario uncertainty of exposure, indicated by the SSP-based scaling275

factors for GDP growth (SSP exposure), is a key source of uncertainty in a wide range of outputs (Section 2.3). Model276

uncertainty in the hazard component is significant, particularly for hazard-related input factors like the GCM choice (GCM)277

and TCGI formulation (TCGI moisture variable). However, for the exposure component, model uncertainty related to the GDP278

model choice (GDP model) is small (19–21).279

The reducibility of these uncertainties varies. Model uncertainty, particularly in the hazard component, is theoretically280

reducible through model refinement, enhanced data collection, and focused research (18, 21, 24, 54). In contrast, scenario281

uncertainty, which is inherently tied to future human choices, cannot be reduced in the same way. In the context of hazard282

modeling, scenario uncertainty may hold secondary importance due to its observed low sensitivity. However, exposure-related283
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scenario uncertainty is high and thus becomes critically relevant from a decision-making standpoint. Although scenario284

uncertainty cannot be reduced, it can motivate decision-makers to favor scenarios of minimal risk. Specifically, the importance285

of scenario uncertainty in the exposure component (SSP exposure) may motivate decision-makers to choose policy options286

aligning with SSPs that induce the lowest TC risk increase.287

Aleatory uncertainty is represented in the present study in the event subsampling of the hazard sets. Through sensitivity288

analysis, we observe divergent responses to subsampling (Event subsampling base/future) across different hazard models289

(Fig. 4, Supplementary Table 2). Specifically, the statistical-dynamical models MIT and CHAZ show no sensitivity to event290

subsampling, suggesting that they may inherently capture natural variability through their physics-based methodologies and the291

generation of new event sets for future climates. In contrast, the purely statistical models, IBTrACS_p and STORM, exhibited292

sensitivity to subsampling. This indicates that these models, which have the historical track sets at their foundation, may require293

the inclusion of a subsampling step to represent aleatory uncertainty adequately. Further validation is needed to strengthen this294

conclusion, however.295

Despite its non-reducible nature (55), quantifying aleatory uncertainty is crucial, as demonstrated by the event subsampling296

in this study. Moreover, and perhaps counter-intuitively, while aleatory uncertainty is non-reducible (e.g., it is not even in297

principle possible to forecast the weather in 20 years due to the chaotic nature of the Earth system), it can be accurately298

represented in the form of a probability distribution. This differentiates it from epistemic uncertainty, which often is inherently299

indeterminate or not readily quantifiable. Accurately quantifying aleatory uncertainty thus helps differentiate it from epistemic300

uncertainty, guiding research efforts more effectively toward understanding and modeling the complex behaviors of natural301

systems.302

Normative uncertainty is often interrelated with the other categories, but also extends beyond the focus of this paper into303

implications for how modelling results are used for societal decisions. Considering normative aspects in the context of scenario304

uncertainty in TC risk assessment, it is crucial to consider a wide range of scenarios to avoid blind spots in risk assessment.305

Unlike in policy-making, where particular scenarios or targets often represent a (normatively) favored developmental path (such306

as the Paris Agreement), excluding specific scenarios a priori in a risk setting could result in either under- or overestimation of307

risk. Furthermore, caution is also advised when considering whether to weight some scenarios as more likely than others, or to308

weight all scenarios equally, as improper weighting could exacerbate the risk of over- or underestimation.309

Concerning normative facets in model uncertainty, the concept of “fitness for purpose” is vital (20). As a simple example,310

specifying risk only as EAD based on property values would tend to divert attention toward luxury coastal villas in Florida and311

away from informal coastal settlements in Bangladesh, even though TC impacts on the latter would have a much more negative312

effect on people’s well-being. EAD would be an appropriate risk metric for estimating potential insurance payouts, whereas for313

humanitarian goals, risk metrics such as the number of people in poverty affected would be more appropriate for the modelling314

purpose. Hence different stakeholders and sectors require varied outputs from TC hazard models and different calculations315

of risk. Given practical constraints, selecting specific models early in the risk assessment process is often necessary, but this316

choice significantly influences the results. Indeed, as highlighted in our findings (Section 2.3), looking at the relative change or317

absolute impacts of TCs completely changes the narrative, not only in terms of the output values themselves (e.g., a few percent318

vs. several billion USD), but also in the sensitivity to input uncertainties (e.g., the dominance of hazard- or exposure- vs. impact319

function-related factors in Figures 4 vs. Supplementary Fig. 4). Hence, a bottom-up approach, incorporating stakeholder needs,320

goals and values to guide model selection, is recommended for tailoring risk assessments effectively (15).321

Understanding the different types of uncertainties — aleatory, epistemic, and normative — is vital for risk modeling and322

informed decision-making. Linking these types of uncertainty to systematic uncertainty and sensitivity quantification across323

different TC hazard models, this study offers a nuanced view of TC risk assessment, which can guide future research and324

provide decision-critical insights. In particular, novel findings here are that the range of uncertainty in TC risk change is strongly325

model dependent, and further that which components of the modeling chain introduce the greatest sources of uncertainty also326

varies depending on choices in other components of that chain. This indicates that not only is the uncertainty itself uncertain,327

but so are which factors are most responsible for that uncertainty. Since our multi-model ensemble is small - with only four328

hazard models, for example - this raises the possibility that adding more models could change the conclusions quantitatively, or329

perhaps even qualitatively. We suspect that this situation is not unique to TCs, but may also apply to other aspects of climate risk.330

This suggests that humility in the use and interpretation of quantitative climate risk models is warranted, and that adaptation331

decisions should be based on multiple lines of evidence.332

We also advocate for increased research on exposure and vulnerability modeling. While our uncertainty and sensitivity333

analysis might not explicitly highlight this need, we assert that this could be in part because these components are represented334

in a simple and reduced way in available datasets and the current modelling setup and fewer options are available to bracket the335

possibilities and define the uncertainties. The fact that exposure and vulnerability have been much less studied in forms that can336

readily be input into such modelling approaches (at least in the public domain) than the hazard offers immediate opportunities337
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for impactful research, as these areas have a pronounced influence on results. In this study, exposure projections are based on338

uniform SSP-derived GDP growth factors. These were not designed to be used in a spatially explicit fashion (38) and fail to339

capture the spatial nuances of socio-economic development, such as urbanization patterns. For vulnerability, no viable options340

exist for simulating changes in future vulnerabilities at scale. Hence, achieving projections of exposures and vulnerabilities341

projections of exposures and vulnerabilities in spatially explicit forms that match the complexity of climate hazards demands an342

effort comparable to that of global climate modeling, encompassing both social development and adaptation strategies.343

Providing reliable TC risk assessment, including uncertainty and sensitivity analysis, is important for emerging new fields344

like physical climate risk disclosure (3, 4) or changing traditional sectors like insurance. In both cases, rules by which climate345

risk science can be used appropriately to inform climate risk assessment have not yet been developed or are changing. As we346

move forward, it is essential to refine our models continually, choose models according to their application, and be critically347

aware of the normative assumptions that underlie our assessments. Ultimately, we aim to balance risk assessments that are both348

accurate and actionable.349

4 Methods350

4.1 Study regions351

In this study, we assess future TC risk increases across four main regions, as shown in Figure 5 and established in Meiler et352

al. (2022) (15). These regions are chosen to broadly reflect distinct TC areas, focusing on the impact on land. Hence, we353

combine TCs originating in the North Atlantic and Eastern Pacific (AP) into one region to evaluate the socio-economic impact354

on national GDPs, accounting for countries with coastlines in multiple basins, such as the USA, Mexico, and Central American355

nations. Similarly, the Southern Hemisphere (SH) is treated as a unified region, with the North Indian Ocean (IO) and Western356

Pacific (WP) completing the geographical split.

Fig. 5. Global study regions. North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP, blue), North Indian Ocean (IO, orange), Southern
Hemisphere (SH, green), Western Pacific (WP, red).

357

4.2 Tropical cyclone models358

Different synthetic TC models exist, each with their unique modeling approach that influences the resulting TC event sets.359

Prominent methods commonly used for TC risk assessment are either purely statistical (34, 35) or coupled statistical-dynamical360

(30–33). Here, we briefly review the key similarities and differences of the global, academically-available TC models used in361

this study.362

Statistical-dynamical TC models like the MIT (30, 31) and Columbia HAZard model (CHAZ) (32, 33) both use dynamical363

downscaling of TC tracks from reanalyses or climate model output. These models follow the three-step process of genesis,364

track, and intensity modelling. The main genesis mechanism of the MIT model is random seeding and natural selection365

(30, 31) while CHAZ uses a tropical cyclone genesis index (TCGI) (32, 33), which statistically links the occurrence of TCs to366

large-scale environmental conditions favorable for TC development. TC tracks are propagated via synthetic local winds from367

a beta-and-advection model (56) in both models. Intensity changes along the tracks are simulated using a dynamical model368

(MIT) (30, 31) or an autoregressive model using physics-based drivers (CHAZ) (32, 33).369

In contrast, the fully statistical, global, open-source model STORM (34, 35) uses autoregressive formulas to simulate both370

the track and intensity of a TC. STORM run for present-day TC activity uses data from IBTrACS (37) and ECMWF’s ERA-5371

reanalysis (57) for input, generating synthetic TCs with characteristics consistent with observed statistics. For future climate372
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simulations, Bloemendaal et al. (2022) (35) derived changes in key TC variables from four high-resolution GCM simulations373

(1979-2014 vs. 2015-2050) and applied these to TC variables from historical data. On this basis, they ran STORM to simulate374

future TC activity under climate change.375

The fourth TC modelling approach featured in this study is the generation of probabilistic TC tracks from the IBTrACS376

records (37). This approach embedded in the CLIMADA platform (27) follows a simple interpolation method using a377

random-walk process (12, 36). The method was formulated to deduce a probabilistic track distribution from the historical378

observations, neglecting any particular physics, climate, or basin characteristics. A more detailed description can be found in379

the supplementary material of Gettelman et al. (2018) (12), and the handling of observations from the IBTrACS record (37) is380

detailed in Meiler et al. (2022) (15). Similarly to STORM, the probabilistic IBTrACS obtained from the CLIMADA platform381

can be climate-conditioned by changing their frequency and intensity according to scaling factors derived by Knutson et al.382

(2015) (58) for the CMIP5 generation of climate models. This approach is simpler than the future climate STORM modeling383

approach (35). Instead of rerunning a TC model based on several scaled key TC variables, it just applies scaling factors to384

hazard intensity and frequency. We note that, to date, climate-conditioned IBTrACS are not available for the newest generation385

of climate models (CMIP6). Furthermore, the resulting future TC event sets from the STORM model and probabilistic,386

climate-conditioned IBTrACS do not contain spatial variations compared to their present-day counterparts. In comparison,387

future MIT and CHAZ hazard sets are completely new event sets, including spatial variations of the tracks.388

4.3 Tropical cyclone track sets389

In this study, the MIT TC model (30, 31) was used to generate TC track sets from input of nine distinct GCMs (detailed390

in Supplementary Table 4) under three emission scenarios: SSP245, SSP370, and SSP585, which are part of the CMIP6391

generation. The model simulations cover three timeframes: the present-day reference period (1995-2014), a mid-century period392

(2041-2060), and a late-century period (2081-2100). The model generated 500 TCs each year within these periods using the393

three-step process of genesis, track, and intensity modelling described in the previous section. The annual variation in the394

number of TCs is influenced by the specific boundary conditions set by the GCMs, such as potential intensity and wind shear,395

affecting how many of the initial seeds develop into full TCs. The final yearly TC frequency is determined by comparing the396

initial seed count to the calibrated total of 500 events per year.397

CHAZ (32, 33) was used to generate TC event sets for three emission scenarios (SSP245, SSP370, SSP585) drawing398

from six (CESM2, CNRM-CM6-1, EC-Earth3, IPSL-CM6A-LR, MIROC6, UKESM1-0-LL) of the nine CMIP6 GCMs also399

utilized by the MIT model (cf. Supplementary Table 4) and two distinctly different choices of moisture variable used in the400

TCGI component of CHAZ (33). CHAZ is downscaled for every combination of emission scenario, GCM, and TCGI with 10401

different realizations of the genesis model and resulting tracks. For each genesis realization, 40 ensembles of the intensity402

model are produced. In this study, we use all 10 genesis ensembles but select only 8 out of the 40 intensity ensembles. This403

results in 80 ensemble members, reducing computational costs while maintaining a crucial sample size.404

Analogous to the MIT hazard sets, we contrast TC event sets for a present climate reference state (1995-2014) with two405

future periods: mid-century (2041-2060) and end of the century (2081-2100). Additionally, CHAZ hazard sets require a406

frequency bias correction (15, 32, 59). We adjust the hazard frequency of all reference state hazard sets using the observed407

frequencies in each basin. Numbers for the observed IBTrACS genesis events are derived from Bloemendaal et al. (2020; Table408

3) (34) and are combined to values relevant to the study regions of this manuscript (Fig. 5). Each TC in the baseline hazard set409

is adjusted to ensure the overall frequency aligns with the observed average. This adjusted frequency is then applied to the TCs410

in the future climate hazard sets. While each future TC maintains the same frequency as a present-day counterpart, the entire411

event set’s frequency shifts due to variations in the total storm count, thereby reflecting the hazard set’s frequency changes in412

the future.413

TC track sets from the statistical model STORM were used as released by Bloemendaal et al. (2020, 2022) (34, 35)414

representing 10000 years of present-day (1980-2018) (34) and future (SSP585; 2015–2050) synthetic TCs from an ensemble415

of four high-resolution climate models. Note that future STORM TC tracks are only available for a single emission scenario416

(SSP585) and the middle-of-the-century time period.417

Finally, using the random walk algorithm of the CLIMADA platform as described in the previous section, we generated a set418

of 24 probabilistic tracks for each observed TC between 1990 and 2010 for this study. Upon generating wind fields from these419

tracks (cf. Section 4.5) using two different parametric wind models (60, 61), the hazard sets are climate-conditioned by applying420

constant, basin-specific factors to the tracks’ intensity and frequency. These factors were derived from the meta-analysis421

by Knutson et al. (2015) (58) summarizing the effects of climate change on TCs by CMIP5 climate models under RCP4.5422

projections for the late 21st century. A linear scaling approach is used to estimate parameters for different future periods and the423

other three RCP scenarios (2.6, 6.0, 8.5) according to the RCP database (62). Note that we did not generate climate-conditioned424

hazard sets for the RCP8.5 scenario at the end of the century as the current implementation of the respective module on the425
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CLIMADA platform produces erroneous negative frequencies. In the remainder of this study, we refer to hazard sets generated426

via this approach as IBTrACS_p.427

4.4 Risk model CLIMADA428

The open-source, probabilistic climate risk model CLIMADA integrates climate and weather-related hazards with the exposure429

and vulnerability of assets, populations, and infrastructure on a global scale (27). Developed as a community initiative, its430

Python 3 source code is freely accessible under the GNU General Public License Version 3. In this study, we utilize CLIMADA431

v3.2 (63) to evaluate the projected increase in direct economic losses from TCs in the mid and late 21st century, relative to a432

contemporary baseline. Damage estimates are calculated at a spatial resolution of 300 arc seconds (approximately 10 km at the433

equator).434

4.5 Tropical cyclone hazard435

In CLIMADA, the TC hazard is represented by a two-dimensional wind field, created by integrating TC track sets with a436

parametric wind model. This study employs two distinct wind models, based on the parameterizations from Holland (2008)437

(60) and Emanuel and Rotunno (2011) (61), applied to all TC track sets described in Section 4.3. These wind models calculate438

the gridded 1-minute sustained winds at 10 meters above ground, comprising both a circular wind field component and the439

translational wind speed generated by the TC’s movement. A key difference between the models lies in how they compute the440

(absolute) angular velocity from the wind profile. In both models, an attenuation factor, as suggested by Geiger et al. (2018) (9),441

is used to model the reduction of the translational wind component with distance from the cyclone center. For this study, wind442

fields are computed at a resolution of 300 arc seconds. CLIMADA utilizes the peak lifetime wind speed at each location as the443

hazard variable, disregarding values below 34 knots (17.5 meters per second).444

4.6 Asset exposure representations445

We generated a spatially explicit, gridded dataset of asset exposure values using the LitPop method. This approach disaggregates446

national asset value totals to grid cells based on a combination of nightlight intensity (Lit) and population density (Pop), as447

proposed by Eberenz et al. (2020) (64). The reference exposure layer for the present day is computed at a resolution of 300 arc448

seconds, using the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) values (in USD) from 2005; approximately centered in the present-day TC449

track set periods. For future exposure representations - identical to Meiler et al. (2023a, 2023b) (28, 29) - we use economic450

growth factors from the SSPs to approximate socio-economic development, drawing from the SSP database that documents451

quantitative projections of SSPs and related scenarios (38). SSPs outline five potential trajectories for global changes in452

population, economic growth, technology, governance, and social norms over the next century, with a focus here on GDP453

projections as a measure of economic development. Three alternative GDP interpretations by the Organization for Economic454

Co-operation and Development (OECD) (39), the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) (40), and455

the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK) (41) are considered, which, despite being based on the same SSP456

assumptions for economic growth determinants, vary in methods and results. We specifically query GDP growth factors for457

2050 and 2090 for each country across all five SSPs from these models, scaling the reference asset values accordingly for the458

two future time periods across all scenarios. In this approach, the spatial distribution of assets remains static, not accounting for459

potential spatial shifts in socio-economic factors.460

4.7 Impact functions461

In risk assessment, impact functions represent vulnerability, describing how hazard intensity translates to damage on assets. In462

this study, we employ regionally calibrated impact functions as developed by Eberenz et al. (2021) (42). These functions are463

fitted to nine different global regions, reflecting the diverse vulnerability levels across the world. For this study, we applied464

the same impact functions to all four synthetic TC track sets. In contrast to the well-developed methodologies for exposure465

and particularly hazard modeling, no viable options exist for simulating changes in future vulnerabilities. Therefore, we do466

not hypothesize about changes to the vulnerability function in the future but test uncertainties by varying the vulnerability467

function’s slope parameter of regionally-calibrated vulnerability functions (42) across a wide range.468

4.8 Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis469

For this study’s uncertainty and sensitivity quantification, we use the unsequa module on the CLIMADA platform (13).470

We extended the unsequa module to compute uncertainties for changes in risk directly. These functionalities are now also471

publically available as ‘CalcDeltaImpact‘ in CLIMADA v.4.1.1 or higher. The module seamlessly integrates the SALib Python472

package (65) and allows for uncertainty and sensitivity analyses of all CLIMADA-based risk calculations. A central aspect of473

uncertainty and sensitivity analysis is determining input factors and characterizing their variability space (13, 16, 66). This474

section delineates our approach to address uncertainties in inputs related to (future) TC hazards, exposure, and vulnerability475

within the context of our study (Figure 1).476
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We choose from a discrete list of scientifically justified alternative versions of future climate and socio-economic systems.477

We prioritize this approach over defining additive or multiplicative perturbations for each input factor because it avoids the478

challenges of defining perturbations without relevant information, directly relates the output to chosen input combinations, and479

circumvents assumptions about the likelihood of specific input scenarios. Specifically, we define five input factors characterizing480

the hazard components, three for the exposure and one for the impact function (see Table 1). For event subsampling, targeting481

the aleatory uncertainty of the hazard set, we favor continuous sampling to better represent its inherent variability. Continuous482

sampling is also employed for the parameters describing the impact function due to the absence of a scientifically supported483

discrete alternative.484

Table 1. Input factors and their variability space. The first column lists all input factors of the uncertainty and sensitivity
analysis, indicating which risk model component they relate to. Variable names, as referred to in the text and figures of this
study, are listed in the second column; short names thereof in the third; the type of the parameter range in the fourth; and the
actual parameter ranges for each hazard model in the last four columns.

Input factor Variable name Short name Type Range
MIT STORM CHAZ IBTrACS_pa

Hazard: GCM GCM gc_model discrete 1 - 9 1 - 4 1 - 6 N/A
Hazard: Emission scenario SSP hazard ssp_haz discrete 1 - 3 N/A 1 - 3 1 - 4 (3 for 2100)
Hazard: Wind Model Wind model wind_model discrete 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 2
Hazard: Moisture variable TCGI Moisture variable TCGI tcgi_var discrete N/A N/A 1 - 2 N/A
Hazard: Bootstrapping Event subsampling base/future HE_base/HE_fut continuous 80 % of every year 1/10 ensembles 80 % of event set 80 % of event set
Exposure: SSP-based GDP scaling SSP exposure ssp_exp discrete 1 - 5
Exposure: GDP model GDP model gdp_model discrete 1 - 3
Exposure: m,n scaling LitPop Exposure urban/rural weighting mn_scaling discrete 1 - 9
Impact functions Vulnerability function midpoint v_half continuous within IQR of regional TC calibrationb

a CMIP5
a Eberenz et al. (2021) (42)

We then generate a set of N=210 (equal to 1024) samples of the input parameters across the four distinct model setups for485

each TC model. We note that the sample size is large enough for the uncertainty analysis to converge. This means that the486

analysis has reached a state where additional samples do not significantly change the results. The Sobol’ sampling algorithm487

(44, 45) is applied to the resulting approximately 20000 input factor combinations. For each sample, we calculate the TC risk488

change, resulting in distributions for both analyzed risk metrics (change in EAD and 100-yr event). This output distribution489

underpins the uncertainty analysis and initiates the sensitivity analysis. Utilizing the Sobol’ quasi-Monte Carlo sequence (44),490

we present first- and total-order sensitivity indices to estimate each input factor’s contribution to output variance. Specifically,491

the first-order sensitivity index measures the direct impact of a single input factor on the output uncertainty, independent of492

other factors. The total-order sensitivity index, on the other hand, captures both the direct effects and any potential interactions493

with other input parameters. Together, these indices provide a comprehensive view of how changes in input variables influence494

the uncertainty in our results.495
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Supplementary Fig. 1. Drivers of future tropical cyclone risk change. Relative change in 100-yr event (rp100) by 2050
(left panels) and 2090 (right panels) due to climate change (CC), socio-economic development (SOC), the product of CC and
SOC calculated from the sum of their log values (sum) and both drivers interacting (total) with respect to the historical baseline.
The relative change 100-yr event is reported for the four study regions (North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian
Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and North Western Pacific (WP)). Boxplots are shown for the four models MIT (blue),
CHAZ (green), STORM (orange), IBTrACS_p (red) and display the interquartile range (IQR) for the uncertainty over all input
factors (see Methods), while the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the IQR. More extreme points (outliers) are not shown. Note that
STORM results are only available for 2050.
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Supplementary Fig. 2. Uncertainty distribution of TC risk change. Kernel density estimation plots showcasing the
uncertainty distribution of estimated relative change in 100-yr event (rp100) across study regions (North Atlantic/Eastern
Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and North Western Pacific (WP)) for the years 2050 and
2090. Each subplot represents a specific region and year combination, with different models (MIT, CHAZ, STORM,
IBTrACS_p) depicted in distinct colors. Note, the model STORM only provides data for 2050. Each plot shows a normalized
probability distribution with an integral sum of 1. The x-axis is truncated in some figures, potentially influencing the
interpretation of distribution tails, particularly for the MIT hazard-based results.

Supplementary Discussion705

We investigate and discuss the role of the two distinctly different moisture variables used in the tropical cyclone genesis index706

(TCGI) component of CHAZ, which modulate the resulting CHAZ hazard frequency (33). Specifically, event sets generated707

using column-integral relative humidity (CRH) (82) as a moisture variable show an increase in TC frequencies in a warming708

climate, whereas those based on saturation deficit (SD) (83) indicate a decrease (Supplementary Figure 8). Despite this distinct709

divergence in TC frequencies, similar variations are not observed in the TC risk changes when using CHAZ (Supplementary710

Figures 6 and 7). Furthermore, the sensitivity indices for the TCGI variable are not the highest (Fig. 4 (main text)). On the other711

hand, events generated using both CRH and SD as moisture variables offer comparable TC risk change estimates, although712

CRH-TCGI-based hazard sets generally exhibit higher maxima (Supplementary Figures 6 and 7).713

This smaller impact of TCGI on risk estimates, in contrast to its evident role in hazard frequency, can be attributed to714

CHAZ hazard intensity. In this aspect, the choice of GCM exerts a more substantial influence than the TCGI moisture variable715

(Supplementary Figure 9). Given these insights, we argue that TCGI selection may be of secondary importance in a risk716

modelling context, especially when socio-economic and exposure-related uncertainties are more pronounced. Nonetheless,717

using both TCGI versions is advisable to avert possible blind spots in representing future TC risks. Regarding model refinement,718

both the choice of TCGI and GCM remain critical aspects of epistemic uncertainty that warrant further investigation.719
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Supplementary Table 1. Maximum kernel density of TC risk change uncertainty distribution. Maximum kernel density
estimation of TC risk change uncertainty distribution for estimated change in expected annual damage (EAD) and 100-yr event
(rp100) across study regions (North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and
North Western Pacific (WP)) for the years 2050 and 2090 and the four models (MIT, CHAZ, STORM, IBTrACS_p). The full
uncertainty distribution is shown in Fig. 3 (main text) and Supplementary Figure 2.

region year model ∆ EAD (%) ∆ rp100 (%)

AP 2050 MIT 1.63 1.23
CHAZ 0.80 0.76
STORM 1.27 1.13
IBTrACS_p 1.18 0.97

2090 MIT 3.39 2.41
CHAZ 1.32 1.16
STORM N/A N/A
IBTrACS_p 2.40 2.06

IO 2050 MIT 2.76 2.75
CHAZ 1.80 1.97
STORM 1.45 1.23
IBTrACS_p 1.74 2.19

2090 MIT 10.00 9.04
CHAZ 2.84 2.95
STORM N/A N/A
IBTrACS_p 4.03 4.20

SH 2050 MIT 1.84 2.34
CHAZ 1.03 0.86
STORM 3.00 1.91
IBTrACS_p 0.73 0.99

2090 MIT 6.06 6.16
CHAZ 1.58 1.71
STORM N/A N/A
IBTrACS_p 1.81 2.48

WP 2050 MIT 2.36 1.74
CHAZ 1.29 1.27
STORM 2.67 2.10
IBTrACS_p 1.31 1.57

2090 MIT 4.99 3.88
CHAZ 1.35 1.65
STORM N/A N/A
IBTrACS_p 1.91 1.92
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Supplementary Fig. 3. Total-order sensitivity indices of future TC risk change across hazard models. Total-order
Sobol sensitivity indices for future (2050, 2090) TC risk change calculated with the four models (MIT, CHAZ, STORM,
IBTrACS_p), expressed as %-change in expected annual damage (EAD; upper bar) and 100-yr event values (RP 100; lower
bar) over the four study regions (North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and
North Western Pacific (WP)) and all input factors (different colors); Vulnerability func. midp. describes the impact function;
Wind model; GCM, SSP hazard, TCGI moisture variable, Event subsampling base, Event subsampling future pertain to the
hazard component; GDP model; SSP exposure, Exposure urban/rural weighting relate to the exposure. Note that STORM
results are only available for 2050.
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Supplementary Fig. 4. First-order sensitivity indices of absolute future TC risk across hazard models. First-order
Sobol sensitivity indices for future (2050, 2090) TC risk calculated with the four models (MIT, CHAZ, STORM, IBTrACS_p),
expressed as absolute (calculated in USD) expected annual damage (EAD; upper bar) and 100-yr event values (RP 100; lower
bar) over the four study regions (North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and
North Western Pacific (WP) and all input factors (different colors); Vulnerability func. midp. describes the impact function;
Wind model; GCM, SSP hazard, TCGI moisture variable, Event subsampling base, Event subsampling future pertain to the
hazard component; GDP model; SSP exposure, Exposure urban/rural weighting relate to the exposure. Note that STORM
results are only available for 2050.
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Supplementary Fig. 5. Total-order sensitivity indices of absolute future TC risk across hazard models. Total-order
Sobol sensitivity indices for future (2050, 2090) TC risk calculated with the four models (MIT, CHAZ, STORM, IBTrACS_p),
expressed as absolute (calculated in USD) expected annual damage (EAD; upper bar) and 100-yr event values (RP 100; lower
bar) over the four study regions (North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and
North Western Pacific (WP) and all input factors (different colors); Vulnerability func. midp. describes the impact function;
Wind model; GCM, SSP hazard, TCGI moisture variable, Event subsampling base, Event subsampling future pertain to the
hazard component; GDP model; SSP exposure, Exposure urban/rural weighting relate to the exposure. Note that STORM
results are only available for 2050.
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Supplementary Table 2. Largest sensitivity indices for future TC risk change estimates. Highest first- (S1) and
total-order (ST) Sobol sensitivity indices for both risk change metrics (expected annual damage (EAD) and 100-yr event
(rp100)), expressed as %-change in the four study regions (North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean (IO),
Southern Hemisphere (SH), and North Western Pacific (WP) for both future periods (2050, 2090) and all four models (MIT,
CHAZ, STORM, IBTrACS_p. Indices colored blue pertain to the hazard component (GCM, Event subsampling base/future,
TCGI), green to the exposure (SSP exposure, GDP model) and red to the impact function (Vulnerability func. midp.). Plots
showing all sensitivity indices can be found in Fig. 4 (main text) and Supplementary Figure 3.

region year model S1 EAD S1 rp100 ST EAD ST rp100

AP 2050 MIT GCM GCM GCM GCM
CHAZ GCM GCM GCM GCM
STORM SSP exposure SSP exposure GCM SSP exposure
IBTrACS_p SSP exposure Event subsampling base SSP exposure Event subsampling base

2090 MIT GCM GCM GCM GCM
CHAZ GCM SSP exposure GCM GCM
STORM N/A N/A N/A N/A
IBTrACS_p SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure

IO 2050 MIT GCM GCM GCM GCM
CHAZ GCM GCM GCM GCM
STORM GCM SSP exposure GCM SSP exposure
IBTrACS_p Event subsampling future Event subsampling base Event subsampling base Event subsampling base

2090 MIT GCM GCM GCM GCM
CHAZ GCM TCGI moisture var. GCM GCM
STORM N/A N/A N/A N/A
IBTrACS_p Event subsampling future Event subsampling base Event subsampling base Event subsampling base

SH 2050 MIT GCM GCM GCM GCM
CHAZ SSP exposure SSP exposure GCM GCM
STORM SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure Vulnerability func. midp.
IBTrACS_p SSP exposure SSP exposure GDP model GDP model

2090 MIT GCM SSP exposure GCM GCM
CHAZ SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure
STORM N/A N/A N/A N/A
IBTrACS_p SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure

WP 2050 MIT GCM GCM GCM GCM
CHAZ SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure
STORM SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure
IBTrACS_p SSP exposure Event subsampling base SSP exposure Event subsampling base

2090 MIT GCM GCM GCM GCM
CHAZ SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure
STORM N/A N/A N/A N/A
IBTrACS_p SSP exposure SSP exposure SSP exposure Event subsampling base
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Supplementary Table 3. Largest sensitivity indices for future TC risk estimates. Highest first- (S1) and total-order (ST)
Sobol sensitivity indices for both risk metrics (expected annual damage (EAD) and 100-yr event (rp100)), expressed in absolute
values (USD) in the four study regions (North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere
(SH), and North Western Pacific (WP) for both future periods (2050, 2090) and all four models (MIT, CHAZ, STORM,
IBTrACS_p. Indices colored blue pertain to the hazard component (GCM), green to the exposure (SSP exposure) and red to the
impact function (Vulnerability func. midp.). Plots showing all sensitivity indices can be found in Supplementary Figure 4 and 5.

region year model S1 EAD S1 rp100 ST EAD ST rp100

AP 2050 MIT GCM GCM GCM GCM
CHAZ Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
STORM Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
IBTrACS_p Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.

2090 MIT GCM SSP exposure GCM SSP exposure
CHAZ Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
STORM N/A N/A N/A N/A
IBTrACS_p Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. SSP exposure

IO 2050 MIT Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
CHAZ Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
STORM Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
IBTrACS_p Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.

2090 MIT Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
CHAZ Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
STORM N/A N/A N/A N/A
IBTrACS_p Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.

SH 2050 MIT Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
CHAZ Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
STORM Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
IBTrACS_p Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.

2090 MIT Vulnerability func. midp. SSP exposure Vulnerability func. midp. SSP exposure
CHAZ Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
STORM N/A N/A N/A N/A
IBTrACS_p Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.

WP 2050 MIT Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
CHAZ Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
STORM Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
IBTrACS_p Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.

2090 MIT Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
CHAZ Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.
STORM N/A N/A N/A N/A
IBTrACS_p Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp. Vulnerability func. midp.

Supplementary Table 4. List of CMIP6 models used in the downscaling of tropical cyclone event sets.

Institution Model Short name Source

National Center for Atmospheric Research CESM2 CESM2 Danabasoglu et al. (2020) (72)
Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques CNRM-CM6-1 CNRM6 Voldoire et al. (2019) (73)
EC-Earth consortium EC-Earth3 ECEARTH EC-Earth Consortium (2019) (74)
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences FGOALS-g3 FGOALS Li et al. (2019) (75)
Institut Pierre Simon Laplace IPSL-CM6A-LR IPSL6 Hourdin et al. (2016) (76)
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology MIROC6 MIROC6 Tatebe et al. (2019) (77)
Max Planck Institute MPI-ESM1-2-HR MPI2 Müller et al. (2018) (78)
Meteorological Research Institute, Tsukuba, Japan MRI6-ESM2-0 MRI6 Yukimoto et al. (2019) (79)
United Kingdom Met Office UKESM1-0-LL UKMO6 Sellar et al. (2020) (80)
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Supplementary Fig. 6. EAD change in CHAZ apportioned to GCMs and TCGI variables. Model simulations of the
expected annual damage (EAD) change by 2050 (a, c, e, g) and 2090 (b, d, f, h) attributed to the six GCMs and two moisture
variables used in the TCGI underlying the CHAZ TC hazard sets. GCMs are ordered by increasing transient climate response
(TCR) values (Supplementary Table 5), which are shown as black stars on a secondary y-axis. Results are shown over the four
study regions North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and North Western
Pacific (WP).
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Supplementary Fig. 7. RP100 change in CHAZ apportioned to GCMs and TCGI variables. Model simulations of the
100-yr event (rp100) change by 2050 (a, c, e, g) and 2090 (b, d, f, h) attributed to the six GCMs and two moisture variables used
in the TCGI underlying the CHAZ TC hazard sets. GCMs are ordered by increasing transient climate response (TCR) values
(Supplementary Table 5), which are shown as black stars on a secondary y-axis. Results are shown over the four study regions
North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and North Western Pacific (WP).
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Supplementary Fig. 8. Frequency changes in CHAZ hazard sets. CHAZ hazard frequency change values for event sets of
the six different GCMs, separated by the two TCGI moisture variables (CRH, SD) and shown for two future time periods (2050,
2090) and four study regions North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and
North Western Pacific (WP). Frequency change values were calculated relative to the historical period and analyzed for the full
event set, hence not limited to land-influencing storms. Additionally, transient climate response (TCR) values for the six GCMs
are shown on a secondary y-axis (see Supplementary Table 5).
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Supplementary Fig. 9. Intensity changes in CHAZ hazard sets. CHAZ hazard intensity change values for event sets of
the six different GCMs, separated by the two TCGI moisture variables (CRH, SD) and shown for two future time periods (2050,
2090) and four study regions North Atlantic/Eastern Pacific (AP), North Indian Ocean (IO), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and
North Western Pacific (WP). Intensity change values were derived for both wind models used in the hazard generation (60, 71).
Intensity changes are calculated as the mean over the maximum sustained wind speeds of all TCs in the future event sets minus
the equivalent of the historical period. Note, we analyze the full event set and do not limit the analysis to land-influencing
storms. Additionally, transient climate response (TCR) values for the six GCMs are shown on a secondary y-axis (see
Supplementary Table 5).
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Supplementary Table 5. Transient climate response (TCR) and equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) values for the nine
GCMs, including a screen if the models fall into the likely range of projected TCR or ECS. Values are obtained from
Hausfather et al. (2022) (81) supplementary data.

Model TCR TCR screen (likely) ECS150 ECS130 ECS screen (likely)

CESM2 2.00 yes 5.15 6.43 no
CNRM-CM6-1 2.22 no 4.90 4.76 no
EC-Earth3 2.30 no 4.26 N/A no
FGOALS-g3 1.50 yes 2.87 3.10 yes
IPSL-CM6A-LR 2.35 no 4.70 5.18 no
MIROC6 1.55 yes 2.60 2.59 yes
MPI-ESM1-2-HR 1.64 yes 2.98 3.34 yes
MRI6-ESM2-0 1.67 yes 3.13 3.42 yes
UKESM1-0-LL 2.77 no 5.36 5.49 no
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